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Abstract
Employing the Segal–Bargmann transform (S-transform for abbreviation) of regular Le´vy
white noise functionals, we deﬁne and study the generalized Le´vy white noise functionals by
means of their functional representations acting on test functionals. The main results
generalize (Gaussian) white noise analysis initiated by T. Hida to non-Gaussian cases. Thanks
to the closed form of the S-transform of Le´vy white noise functionals obtained in our previous
paper, we are able to deﬁne and study the renormalization of products of Le´vy white noises,
multiplication operator by Le´vy white noises, and the differential operators with respect to a
Le´vy white noise and their adjoint operators. In the courses of our investigation we also obtain
a formula for the products of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ stochastic integrals. As applications, we
discuss the existence of Hitsuda–Skorokhod integral for Le´vy processes, Kubo–Takenaka
formula for Le´vy processes, and Itoˆ formula for generalized Le´vy white noise functionals.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Gaussian white noise analysis, a theory of generalized functions on inﬁnite
dimensional spaces, was initiated by T. Hida in his celebrated lecture note [6,7]. Let
fBðtÞ : tARg be a standard Brownian motion and the time derivative ’BðtÞ ¼
dBðtÞ=dt: By regarding f ’BðtÞ : tARg as a coordinate system, Hida deﬁned and
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studied generalized Brownian (or white noise) functionals f ð ’BðtÞ : tARÞ through
their T-transform. Later, Kubo and Takenaka [18] reformulated Hida’s theory by
taking different test functions space and using the S-transform as machinery. For
details about the developments of Gaussian white noise analysis, we refer the reader
to [8,19,21,24,32]. For non-Gaussian white noise analysis, Y. Ito [12] (see also Itoˆ
and Kubo [13]) constructed a Poissonian counterpart of Hida’s theory, and
Kondratiev et al. [1,17,38] established a purely non-Gaussian distribution theory in
inﬁnite dimensional analysis by means of a normalized Laplace transform. In the
category of Le´vy, the normalized Laplace transform does not in general coincide
with the S-transform except for Gaussian, Poisson and Gamma processes, as we
know so far.
In this paper, we devote ourselves to the development of a theory of the Le´vy
white noise analysis for the general case of Le´vy processes by means of the
S-transform.
Let us brieﬂy describe our approach. By a Le´vy process we mean an additive
process X ¼ fXðtÞ : tARg on a probability space ðO;M;PÞ; which is a right
continuous process having left limits and the characteristic function E½eirðX ðtÞXðsÞÞ	 of
XðtÞ  XðsÞ; t4s; is given by E½eirðXðtÞXðsÞÞ	 ¼ exp½ðt  sÞfX ðrÞ	; where fX ðrÞ is the
Le´vy function associated with X ; which is uniquely represented as












where i ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p ; m is a real constant, b is a positive ﬁnite measure on R with s2 ¼
bðf0gÞ (see [4,37]). In this paper, we denote the Le´vy measure of X by b0 which is a








Let S be the Schwartz space with the dual S0 of tempered distributions on R: As
we have shown in [25] under the condition thatZ þN
N
juj dbðuÞoN ð1:2Þ
the Minlos theorem (see e.g. [5,6]) guarantees that there exists an unique probability







where ð; Þ is the S0-S pairing and dt refers to the Lebesgue measure. L is then
called the Le´vy white noise measure and ðS0;BðS0Þ;LÞ will serve as the underlying
probability space in our study. Further, if b satisﬁes the following absolute moment
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jujn dbðuÞoN 8nAN ð1:4Þ
then the space L2ðS0;LÞ of quadratic integrable functionals would include all the
cylinder polynomials. Many important cases, such as Gaussian, Poisson, Gamma
white noise measure, etc. satisfy the condition (1.4).
Itoˆ’s theorem [11] asserts that each jAL2ðS0;LÞ admits an orthogonal
decomposition as a sum of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integrals (see Theorem 2.2). Based
on this decomposition theorem, we will construct a Gel’fand triple
LCL2ðS0;LÞCL0 and deﬁne the S-transform, where L serves as the space of
test functions and L0 the space of generalized functions. Members of L0 are called
generalized Le´vy white noise functionals. Using the integral representation of the
S-transform derived in [25], it is shown that the operation such as renormalizations,
differential operators, generalized Le´vy white noise integrations, multiplication
operators, etc in the Gaussian white noise analysis can be carried over here to our
investigation in the Le´vy white noise analysis. In this paper, we deﬁne and study the
generalized Le´vy white noise functionals by means of their functional representation
acting on the space of test functionals.
In the development of non-Gaussian white noise analysis, the ﬁrst work was done
by Y. Itoˆ [12] in 1988 (see also the joint paper by Ito and Kubo [13]). There Y. Itoˆ,
following Hida’s idea but using U-transform instead of S-transform, developed a
theory of white noise analysis in terms of Poisson processes. There Charlier
polynomial functionals were introduced in the orthogonal decomposition for
quadratic integrable functions. For other approaches to Poissonian analysis, we refer
for instance to [35,36].
Recently, Kondratiev et al. [16] established a non-Gaussian distribution theory in
inﬁnite dimensional analysis. They studied the analysis of non-degenerate analytic
probability measures by constructing a generalized Appell biorthogonal system,
which has the generating functional of the form eð;aðWÞÞ=E½eð;aðWÞÞ	; WAS; where a :
S-S is a holomorphic function near the origin such that a is invertible and
að0Þ ¼ 0: See [1,17,38] as well as the references cited therein. Such a non-Gaussian
distribution theory provided a framework for the Poisson and Gamma white noise
analysis by respectively deﬁning aðWÞ ¼ logð1þ WÞ which produces the system of
generalized Charlier polynomials, and aðWÞ ¼ W=ðW 1Þ which produces the system
of generalized Laguerre polynomials (see [15,16]). However, this approach is
apparently not general enough to cover more general cases of Le´vy processes.
To compare our approach with that of Kondratiev et al., we see that the latter
approach requires the analyticity of L while in our approach we require a weaker
condition (1.4) than the analyticity of L (see Section 2.2 for more details).
In [30], Lytvynov et al. studied a class of purely compound Poisson processes
with the property that the measure b in (1.1) has compact support, bðf0gÞ ¼ 0;
and
R
juj40 juj db0ðuÞoþN: Such compound Poisson white noise measures are
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automatically analytic (see Theorem 2.5). The idea of their work was built on the
existence of an unitary isomorphism between compound Poisson space and Poisson
space. It enables us to carry the Fock structure from the Poisson space to the
compound Poisson space so that white noise calculus for a compound Poisson
process can be performed with the help of the Poisson white noise analysis (see also
[16]). Unfortunately the approach of Lytvynov et al. cannot be applied to the study
of Le´vy white noise calculus for the general case of Le´vy processes, simultaneously
including two independent parts, the Gaussian part and compound Poisson part.
The contents of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate the
relationship between the space L2ðS0;LÞ of quadratic integrable Le´vy white noise
functionals and Fock space, there we also discuss the relationship between the
analyticity of Le´vy white noise measure L and the Le´vy measure b0: In Section 3, we
will construct the spaces of test and generalized functions using second quantization
method. Then by applying a product formula of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ stochastic
integrals derived in [28], we deﬁne the additive and multiplicative renormalizations of
Le´vy white noises in Section 4. Also, in Sections 5 and 6, we study the differential
operator with Le´vy white noises, their adjoint operators, and multiplication
operators by Le´vy white noises. Finally, in Section 7 we give some applications.
There we generalize the work of Kuo and Russek [20] to Le´vy white noise integral
and a sufﬁcient condition which assure the existence of Hitsuda–Skorokhod integral
is given. For the sake of completeness, we also discuss the Kubo–Takenaka formula
for Le´vy processes, the Donsker’s delta function for Le´vy processes, and generalized
Le´vy–Itoˆ formula [26,27].
2. Quadratic integrable Le´vy white noise functionals
In this section, we ﬁrstly give a brief description of the elements of square-
integrable Le´vy white noise functionals. For more details and other related results,
we refer the interested reader to [11,25]. Secondly, the analyticity of Le´vy white noise
measures will be discussed.
2.1. The chaos decomposition of Le´vy white noise functionals
Let L be the Le´vy white noise measure on ðS0;BðS0ÞÞ associated with the
characteristic functionals C given in (1.3). In this paper, we will devote our attention
to a class of the measures b in (1.1) associated with L; satisfying the Moment
Condition: Z þN
N
jujn dbðuÞoþN for all nAN: ð2:1Þ
It is equivalent to the condition that the class of all cylinder polynomials is contained
in L2ðS0;LÞ; the complex L2-space overS0 with respect to L (see [25, Theorem 3.3]).
For ZAS; one sees that the mean and variance of the random variables ð; ZÞ are
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given by
E½ð; ZÞ	 ¼ t1
Z þN
N




where t1 ¼ mþ
RþN
N udbðuÞ and t2 ¼
RþN
N ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ: Now, for each rAL1-
L2ðR; dtÞ; choose a sequence fZngCS so that Zn-r in L1-L2ðR; dtÞ under the
norm j  jL1ðR;dtÞ þ j  jL2ðR;dtÞ: Then it follows from (2.2) that fð; ZnÞg forms a Cauchy
sequence in L2ðS0;LÞ: Denote by /; rS the L2-limit of fð; ZnÞg: When r ¼ 1ðs;t	; the
indicator of ðs; t	; the characteristic function of /; rS is exactly the same as the one
in (1.1). So the Le´vy process X on ðS0;BðS0Þ;LÞ can be represented by
Xðt; xÞ ¼ /x; 1½0;t	S if tX0;/x; 1½t;0	S if to0; xAS0:
(
Taking the time derivative formally, we get ’Xðt; xÞ ¼ xðtÞ; xAS0: Thus the elements
of S0 are regarded as the sample paths of Le´vy white noise and members of
L2ðS0;LÞ are called quadratic integrable Le´vy white noise functionals. For Z ¼
Z1 þ iZ2AL1c-L2cðR; dtÞ with Z1; Z2AL1-L2ðR; dtÞ; /; ZS is deﬁned to be /; Z1Sþ
i/; Z2S; where Vc denotes the complexiﬁcation of a real locally convex space V :
Then the above identity in (2.2) also hold for complex-valued random variable
/; ZS:
The following three important Le´vy white noise measures all satisfy condition
(2.1):
* the Gaussian white noise measure LW with m ¼ 0 and b ¼ d0;
* the Poisson white noise measure LP with m ¼ 1=2 and b ¼ ð1=2Þd1; and
* the Gamma white noise measure LG with m ¼
RN
0 e
u=ð1þ u2Þ du and bðEÞ ¼R
E-½0;þNÞ ue
u=ð1þ u2Þ du for EABðRÞ;
where da is the Dirac measure concentrated on the point a:
Let BbðR2Þ be the class of all bounded Borel subsets E of R2 ¼ R2\fðt; 0Þ : tARg;
away from the t-axis. Deﬁne the product measure dnðt; uÞ ¼ db0ðuÞ dt on BðR2Þ: For
EABbðR2Þ; let NðE; Þ be a random variable on ðS0;BðS0ÞÞ deﬁned by
NðE; xÞ ¼ jfðt; uÞAE : Xðt; xÞ  Xðt; xÞ ¼ ugj:
Then NðE; Þ is Poisson distributed with the intensity measure n; and the system of
fNðE; xÞ  nðEÞ : EABbðR2Þ; xAS0g forms an independent random measure with
zero mean. We denote ‘‘NðE; xÞ  nðEÞ’’ by ‘‘N0ðE; xÞ’’. Then E½N0ðEÞN0ðFÞ	 ¼
nðE-FÞ: Let f ¼Pmi¼1ai1Ei ; ai’s AC and Ei’s ABbðR2Þ being disjoint, be a complex-
valued simple function on R2: The stochastic integral
R
R2
f ðsÞdN0ðsÞ with respect
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to N0 is deﬁned by Z
R2
















j f ðsÞj2 dnðsÞ:
Extend by continuity the integral
R
R2
f ðsÞ dN0ðsÞ is then deﬁned for any fAL2cðR2; nÞ:
The Le´vy–Itoˆ decomposition (see [10,37]) ensures that for b4a;
X ðbÞ  X ðaÞ ¼ t1ðb  aÞ þ sðBðbÞ  BðaÞÞ þ
Z
R2
u1ða;b	R ðt; uÞ dN0ðt; uÞ; ð2:3Þ
where B ¼ fBðtÞ : tARg is a 1-dimensional Wiener process, independent of the
system of fNðEÞ : EABbðR2Þg: Let l be a positive measure on BðR2Þ deﬁned by





1Eðt; 0Þ dBðtÞ þ
Z
R2
u1Eðt; uÞ dN0ðt; uÞ:
Then the system of fMðE; xÞ : EABðR2Þ with lðEÞoþN; xAS0g forms an
independent random measure with zero mean such that E½MðEÞMðFÞ	 ¼ lðE-FÞ
for all E; FABðR2Þ: The multiple stochastic integral with respect to M; introduced
by Itoˆ in [11], is described as follows. Let Vn denote the class of all complex-valued





in which lðEijÞoþN for j ¼ 1;y; n; Ei1o?oEin; and b1Ei1?Ein is the symme-
trization of 1Ei
1
?Ein : Here, ‘‘AoB’’ means that t1ot2 for ðt1; u1ÞAA and ðt2; u2ÞAB:
For any gAVn of the form (2.4), the multiple stochastic integral InðgÞ of g with












Since Vn is dense in
#L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ; the closed subspace of L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ consisting
of all symmetric complex-valued functions in L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ; InðgÞ can be extended
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by continuity to all gA #L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ; called the multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integral of order








From the deﬁnition of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integrals, it is obvious that as nam; InðgÞ
and ImðhÞ are orthogonal to each other in L2ðS0;LÞ for gA #L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ and




gðt; 0Þ dBðtÞ þ
Z
R2
ugðt; uÞ dN0ðt; uÞ: ð2:5Þ
For ZAL2cðR; dtÞ; we identify Z with Z#1; where Z#hðt; uÞ ¼ ZðtÞ hðuÞ for any
ðt; uÞAR2: Then the random variable /; ZS with ZAL1c-L2cðR; dtÞ can be expressed
in terms of the Le´vy–Itoˆ integral by
/; ZS ¼ t1
Z þN
N
ZðtÞ dt þ I1ðZÞ: ð2:6Þ
We note that the centered Le´vy process eX ¼ fX ðtÞ  t1 t : tARg is a martingale





fðt1;y; tnÞ d eXðt1Þ?d eX ðtnÞ for each fA #L2cðRn; ðdtÞ#nÞ:







fðt1;y; tnÞ d eXðt1Þ?d eXðtnÞ: ð2:7Þ
Proof. For a; bAR and aob; it follows from (2.6) that
















1D1?Dnðt1;y; tnÞ dMðt1; u1Þ?dMðtn; unÞ:
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This shows that (2.7) hold for special elementary functions on Rn: Since the class of
all special elementary functions is dense in L2cðRn; ðdtÞ#nÞ (see [9,14]), (2.7) hold for
any fA #L2cðRn; ðdtÞnÞ: &
The following theorem due to Itoˆ is an orthogonal decomposition theorem for the
quadratic integrable Le´vy white noise functionals in terms of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ
integrals.
Theorem 2.2 (Itoˆ [11]). Let j be given in L2ðS0;LÞ: Then there exist uniquely a series
of kernel functions fnA
#L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ; nAN,f0g; such that j is equal to the
orthogonal direct sum
PN
n¼0" InðfnÞ: In notation, we write jBðfnÞ:
Theorem 2.2 implies that L2ðS0;LÞ is isomorphic to the symmetric Fock











fn;yÞ: In general, the Le´vy process X ¼ fX ðtÞ : tARg does not possess the
chaos representation property (CRP) in terms of multiple stochastic integrals with

















Then D0 is only a closed proper subspace of L
2ðS0;LÞ except for some special Le´vy
white noise measures. In fact, we have
Proposition 2.3. D0 ¼ L2ðS0;LÞ if and only if b ¼ cda for some c40 and aAR:
Proof. The sufﬁciency is obvious. For the necessity, assume that D0 ¼ L2ðS0;LÞ:
Let g be the measure on ðR;BðRÞÞ by dgðuÞ ¼ ð1þ u2Þ dbðuÞ and fðtÞ ¼ eð1=2Þt2
for tAR: Pick a non-empty Borel subset ECR with a nonzero g-measure gðEÞ:
Then
z  ð1 gðEÞ=gðRÞÞ1E  ðgðEÞ=gðRÞÞ1R \E





fðtÞf1ðtÞzðuÞ dlðt; uÞ ¼ 0:
It implies that I1ðf# zÞ  0 and thus fðtÞzðuÞ ¼ 0 for l-almost all ðt; uÞAR2: Since
fðtÞ40 for all tAR; z ¼ 0 g-almost everywhere on R: It implies that gðR \EÞ ¼ 0 and
1 gðEÞ=gðRÞ ¼ 0; and thus gðEÞ ¼ gðRÞ: Consequently, for each Borel set E of R;
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either gðEÞ ¼ 0 or gðEÞ ¼ gðRÞ ¼ t2: Then g is the Dirac measure concentrated on
one point, so is the measure b: &
2.2. Analyticity of Le´vy white noise measures
Let UCSc be open. A complex-valued functional j on Sc is said to be
holomorphic on U if j is locally bounded on U and for all xAU and yASc; the
mapping z/jðx þ z yÞ from C to C is holomorphic in some neighborhood of zero
in C: An analytic measure, introduced by Kondratiev et al., is a probability measure
n such that the associated characteristic functional Cn is holomorphic on an open
neighborhood of zero on Sc (see [3,15–17,38]).
In what follows, if Cn is holomorphic on the whole space Sc; the measure n will
said to be completely analytic. It is worth noting that the Gaussian, Poisson, and
Gamma white noise measures are all analytic measures, but in general Le´vy white
noise measures L are not necessarily analytic.
In the existing literature, the authors always study the Le´vy white noise functionals
with further assumptions either on the analyticity of the measure L or on the measure
b: It is desirable to make clear the relationship between the analyticity of L and the
associated measure b before continuing our further discussions.
To begin with let us ﬁx the notation. Let A ¼ d2=dt2 þ ð1þ t2Þ be a densely
deﬁned self-adjoint operator on L2ðR; dtÞ and fen : nAN0g be the CONS of
L2ðR2; dtÞ; consisting of all Hermite functions on R; formed by the eigenfunctions of
A with corresponding eigenvalues 2n þ 2; nAN,f0g: For any pAR and ZAL2ðR; dtÞ;
deﬁne jZjp :¼ jApZjL2ðR;dtÞ and let Sp be the completion of the class fZAL2ðR; dtÞ :
jZjpoþNg with respect to j  jp-norm. ThenSp is a real separable Hilbert space and
we have the continuous inclusions:
S ¼ lim
’










and for an arbitrary pX1; let
Kn;p ¼ sup m0X0 :
Z
R2
ðejuZðtÞj  1 juZðtÞjÞdnðt; uÞoþN
(
for all ZAS with jZjppm0
)
;
KL;p ¼ sup m00X0 :
Z
S0
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where cp ¼ supfjdtjp : tARg:
Proof. First, we note that for p45=12; there is a constant cp so that for any ZAS;









































Clearly, (2.8) implies that Kn;pXð1=ð2cpÞÞKb and, by [25, Proposition 4.2],
KL;pXKn;p:
In order to compare Kb with KL;p; let L1;L2; and L3 be Le´vy white noise measures
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Then the convolution L1  L2  L3 of L1;L2; and L3 is identiﬁed with L on
ðS0;BðS0ÞÞ: Assume that KL;p40 and for an arbitrary c with 0ocoKL;p; let fðtÞ ¼











































ðeufðtÞ  1 ufðtÞÞdnðt; uÞ
 
; ð2:9Þ





1=k ufðtÞdNL10 ðt; uÞ for kAN: We note that for the Le´vy white noise
measure L1; the constant t1 ¼ 0: Then, from (2.5)–(2.6) it follows that the
L2ðS0;L1Þ-limit of fYkg is exactly ð;fÞ: Let Fk be the s-ﬁeld generated by fYs :
spkg and FN ¼
WN
k¼1 Fk: Then fYk;Fkg is a martingale and thus feYk ;Fkg is a



















eYK ðxÞL1ðdxÞ ¼ 0:
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where m ¼ ðc=ð2p ﬃﬃﬃp4p ÞÞeð1=2Þ: Therefore R
u40 e
mu dbðuÞoþN: Taking c ¼ f and














KbXKL;p and this completes the proof. &
Theorem 2.5. (i) The Le´vy white noise measure L is analytic if and only if Kb40:
(ii) The Le´vy white noise measure L is completely analytic if and only if
Kb ¼ þN:
Proof. The proof immediately follows from Lemma 2.4. &
It is worth noting that LW and LP are both completely analytic. For the Gamma
white noise measure LG; it is easily seen that Kb ¼ 1 by a direct calculation. So, by
Theorem 2.5, LG is analytic but not completely analytic.
We recall that an equivalent description of analytic measures is given in [17,
Lemma 3.9] as follows.
Lemma 2.6 (Kondratiev et al. [17]). Let m be a probability measure on ðS0;BðS0ÞÞ:
The following statements are equivalent.
(i) m is an analytic measure.
(ii) there exist pmAN and C40 such that j
R
S0 ðx; ZÞn dmðxÞjpn!CnjZjnpm ; ZASpm;c:
(iii) there exist p0mAN and em40 such that
R
S0 exp½em jxjp0m 	 dmðxÞoþN:
By Lemma 2.4 together with Theorem 2.5, Lemma 2.6, and [25, Theorem 4.3], the
analyticity of L can be characterized as follows.
Theorem 2.7. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) The Le´vy white noise measure L is analytic.








(iv) For all qX1; there exists e40 such that E½eð;ZÞ	oþN for all ZAS
with jZjqpe:
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In this case, E½eð;ZÞ	 ¼ exp½RþNN fX ðiZðtÞÞdt	; where fX is the Le´vy function defined in
ð1:1Þ:
To end this subsection we sum up the properties of the complete analyticity of the
measure L into a theorem.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that Z
juj40
juj db0ðuÞoþN:
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The Le´vy white noise measure L is completely analytic.








(iv) E½eð;ZÞ	oþN for all ZAS:
Proof. The only non-trivial part is the proof of ‘‘ðiiÞ ) ðiiiÞ’’. To see this we need the
following two facts:
Fact I (Sato [37, Theorem 21.5]). A Le´vy process X ¼ fXðtÞ : tARg is increasing,
i.e., for L almost all xAS0; the sample path t/X ðt; xÞ is increasing if and only if
bððN; 0	Þ ¼ 0;
Z
u40






For a decreasing Le´vy process X ; let Y ¼ X : Then Y is an increasing Le´vy
process. By making a change of variable, we have a symmetric result of Fact I.










Let L1;L2;L3; and L4 be Le´vy white noise measures on ðS0;BðS0ÞÞ with the
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ejxjpLiðdxÞoþN; i ¼ 3; 4; for any e40 and pX1: For i ¼ 1; 2; let X1
and X2 be the associated Le´vy processes with L1 and L2 respectively. By Facts I and




jZðtÞj dX1ðt; xÞ ¼ /x; jZjS; ZAS;
for L1-almost all xAS0; where the integral is regarded as a Lebesgue–Stieltjes































n¼0ð2n þ 2Þp jenj for kAN: By the facts that supfjenðtÞj : tARg ¼







pð1=4ÞoþN; provided that p45=4; where a is a
constant independent of k: Note that inequality (2.8) still holds if the term ‘‘cpjZjp’’ is
























ðeeufkðtÞ  1 e ufkðtÞÞdnðt; uÞ

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ejxjpLðdxÞoþN for any e40: We complete the proof. &
2.3. The S-transform
For jAL2ðS0;LÞ; the well-known Itoˆ theorem (see Itoˆ [11]) asserts that j can be
written in an unique manner as an orthogonal direct sum of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ
integrals InðfnÞ with kernel functions fnAcL2ððR2Þn; l#nÞ; where l is the product
measure dt#ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ (see Theorem 2.2).










Then S-transform is an unitary operator maps from L2ðS0;LÞ onto the

















operator norm of a n-linear functional on a Hilbert space H:
Equivalently the S-transform Sj of j may also be deﬁned as an analytic function









n! Inðg#nÞ; called the coherent state functional associated with
g: It has been shown in [25, Theorem 5.8] that EMðgÞ has a stochastic representation
given as follows.
Let O ¼ fgAL2cðR2; lÞ : gAL1c-LNc ðR2; nÞg; where gðt; uÞ ¼ ugðt; uÞ: Then
EMðgÞ ¼ ggWg
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for gAL2cðR2; lÞ; where gg is the L2-limit of fggmg for which fgmgCO converges to g
in L2cðR2; lÞ and






ð1þ gmðt; X ðt; xÞ  X ðt; xÞÞÞ; ð2:11Þ
JX ðxÞ being the set ftAR : X ðt; xÞ  Xðt; xÞa0g; and











The other important transform Tj; called the T-transform introduced by Hida
in white noise analysis, is deﬁned as a complex-valued functional on the real locally




jðxÞei/x;ZSLðdxÞ; ZAL1-L2ðR; dtÞ: ð2:13Þ
Theorem 2.9 (Lee and Shih [25, Theorem 5.3]). Let xAL2cðR2; lÞ so thatZ
R2
ðe2jxðt;uÞj  1 2jxðt; uÞjÞdnðt; uÞoþN; ð2:14Þ
where xðt; uÞ ¼ uxðt; uÞ: ThenZ
S0
jðxÞeI1ðxÞðxÞLðdxÞ ¼ E½eI1ðxÞ	  SjðfxÞ for any jAL2ðS0;LÞ; ð2:15Þ
where fxðt; uÞ ¼ ðex
ðt;uÞ  1Þ=u if ua0; otherwise, fxðt; uÞ ¼ xðt; uÞ:
For ZAL1-LNðR; dtÞ; put
xmðt; uÞ ¼ iZðtÞ1fu:1=mpjujpmgðuÞ; mAN:
Then xm’s satisfy condition (2.14). Replacing x by xm in (2.15) and letting m-N
one obtains the connection between the S- and T-transforms by the following
equality
TjðZÞ ¼ E½ei/;ZS	  SjðfiZÞ: ð2:16Þ
Since the class feið;ZÞ : ZASg is total in L2ðS0;LÞ; (2.13) and (2.16) imply that the
S- and T-transforms are both injective maps on L2ðS0;LÞ:
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Example 2.10. (1) When L is the Gaussian white noise measure LW ; let x ¼ Z for
ZAL2cðR; dtÞ: Then fx ¼ Z since b ¼ d0: We have








Moreover, ðdn=drnÞjr¼0 EMðr1½0;t	Þ ¼ Inð1#n½0;t	Þ ¼ HnðXðt; ÞÞ; where HnðuÞ’s are
Hermite polynomials on R by the generating function exp½ur  ð1=2Þr2	 ¼PN
n¼0ðHnðuÞ=n!Þrn (see [39]).
(2) When L is the Poisson white noise measure LP; let x ¼ Logð1þ ZÞ for
ZAL1cðR; dtÞ with jZjNo1: Then fx ¼ Z since b ¼ ð1=2Þd1: We have






We note that ðdn=drnÞjr¼0EMðr1½0;t	Þ ¼ Inð1#n½0;t	Þ ¼ tnCnðX ðt; ÞÞ; where CnðuÞ’s are
Charlier polynomials onN,f0g with parameter t by the generating function erð1þ
ð1=tÞrÞu ¼PNn¼0ðCnðuÞ=n!Þrn (see [39]).
(3) When L is the Gamma white noise measure LG; let x ¼ Z=ðZþ 1Þ for
ZAL1c-LNc ðR; dtÞ with jZjNo1: Then xAL1c-LNc ðR; dtÞ and it also satisﬁes
condition (2.14). By Theorem 2.9 and a direct calculation, we obtain
EMðfxÞðxÞ ¼
eI1ðxÞðxÞ










ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ ¼ xðtÞ
1 xðtÞ ¼ ZðtÞ:






Note that D0aL2ðS0;LGÞ by Proposition 2.3. EMðfxÞ  EMðZÞ is a nontrivial
linear subspace lies in the orthogonal complement of D0 in L
2ðS0;LÞ [15, Theorem
3.1 and Remark 3.2].





EMðfr1½0;t	 Þ ¼ Lðt1Þn ðX ðt; ÞÞ; ð2:20Þ
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where L
ðaÞ
n ðuÞ’s, a4 1; are Laguerre polynomials on ½0;þNÞ with parameter a by
the generating function ð1 rÞa1exp½u r=ð1 rÞ	 ¼PNn¼0 LðaÞn ðuÞr n (see [39]). For
further discussions one refers the reader to [15,16].
3. The spaces of test and generalized functions
As the calculus of Le´vy white noise functionals are concerned, we will in this
section construct the spaces of test and generalized functions. We start with the
construction of a Gel’fand triple on L2ðR2; lÞ:
3.1. A Gel’fand triple associated with L2ðR2; lÞ
Consider the real Hilbert space L2ðR; gÞ; where dgðuÞ ¼ ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ is ﬁnite
measure on ðR;BðRÞÞ: Let z0  1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃt2p and choose a complete orthonormal basis
(CONS, in abbreviation) fz0; z1;yg of L2ðR; gÞ; consisting of continuous functions
on R: It can be obtained by applying the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization process
to f1; u; u2;yg:
Deﬁne a linear operator Ab on L
2ðR; gÞ by Abzn ¼ rnzn for n ¼ 0; 1;y; where the
eigenvalues rn’s satisfy the assumption that 1or0pr1p? and jjAab jj2HS ¼P
n1=r
2a
n oþN for some a40: For example, when L is the Gamma white noise
measure LG; fzng can be chosen so that zn ¼ Lð1Þn =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n þ 1p for nAN,f0g; where
fLð1Þn g is the system of Laguerre polynomials on ½0;þNÞ with parameter 1: In this
case, if we take Ab ¼ uðd2=du2Þ þ ðu  2Þðd=duÞ þ 2; then Ab zn ¼ ðn þ 2Þzn; i.e.,
rn ¼ n þ 2; for nAN,f0g:
In the sequel, let
ab ¼ inffa40 : jjAab jjHSoþNg:
For each pX0; let Ep be the set of all zAL2ðR; gÞ with jApb zjL2ðR;gÞoþN: Then Ep






b zðuÞApbcðuÞdgðuÞ for all z;cAEp:
and induced norm by j  jp;b :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
/; Sp :
Denote by Ep the dual of Ep: Then Ep is isometrically isomorphic to the






b zðuÞApb cðuÞdgðuÞ for all z;cAL2ðR; gÞ;
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where we identify xAEp with
P
n ðx; znÞzn in which ð; Þ is the Ep-Ep pairing. Let
E ¼ lim
’




ECL2ðR; gÞCE0 forms a Gel’fand triple.
For pAR; denote by Np the Hilbert space tensor product Sp# Ep with jjj  jjjp-
norm deﬁned by jjjei#zjjjjp ¼ jeijp jzjjp;b: So,N0 ¼ L2cðR2; lÞ: LetN ¼S#E with
the dual N0 ¼ S0#E0:
Fact 3.1. (1) For any p; qAR with q  p4maxfab; 1=2g; the embeddingNq+Np is
Hilbert–Schmidt.
(2) N ¼ lim
’
p40Np is a nuclear space induced by the family fðNp; jjj  jjjpÞ :
pX0g:
(3) The dual N0p of N; pAR; is isometrically isomorphic to Np by identifying
xAN0p with
P
n;mðx; en#zmÞen#zm; where ð; Þ is the N0p-Np pairing.
(4)N0 ¼ lim
-
p40Np andNCL2ðR2; lÞCN0 forms a Gel’fand triple. Moreover,
the inclusions NCNpCNqCL2ðR2; lÞCNqCNpCN0; p4qX0; are all con-
tinuous.
Remark 3.2. (1) If b is the Dirac measure concentrated on a single point a; the basis
fz0; z1;yg becomes a singleton fz0g and L2ðR2; lÞ can be regarded as L2ðR; dtÞ by
identiﬁcation of the function R2{ðt; uÞ/f ðt; uÞ with R{t/ ﬃﬃﬃﬃt2p f ðt; aÞ:
(2) Each element f inS0c will be identiﬁed with an element inN
0
c by regarding f as
f#1: More precisely,
f ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃt2p XN
n¼0
ð f ; enÞen#z0 in N0c; ð3:1Þ





Then ZgASp;c and theN
0
p;c-Np;c pairing of ð f ; gÞ is equal to theS0p;c-Sp;c pairing of




jApb zmðuÞj2 dgðuÞ ¼ jjApb jj2HSoþN:
Let Dp;b be a maximal Borel subset of R such that
P
m jApb zmðuÞj2 is ﬁnite for
uADp;b: Then gðR \Dp;bÞ ¼ 0 and Dp;bDDq;b if ppq: One note that uADp;b for
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Then gðR \DbÞ ¼ 0: Now, for p4ab; deﬁne dbu be the functional deﬁned on Ep by




if uADb; otherwise, d
b
u  0; where ð; Þ is the Ep-Ep pairing. For ðt; uÞAR2; we deﬁne
dbðt;uÞ to be dt#d
b
u as a functional on Nc: Then dðt;uÞANp;c; provided that
p4maxfab; 1=2g: In fact,





m jApb zmðuÞj2 as uADb;
0 otherwise:
(
To simplify notation, from now on we denote
jjj  jjjp :¼ j  jN ##np;c ;
where ## denotes the symmetric tensor product. In addition, we relabel the CONS
fen#zm : n; m ¼ 0; 1;yg by f f0; f1;yg;
in such a way that f0 ¼ e0#z0 and let lj ¼ jjjðA#AbÞfj jjj0 for jAN,f0g:
When b is ﬁxed, we denote dbðt;uÞ simply by dðt;uÞ:
The following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 3.3. Let p4maxfab; 1=2g be given.
(i) For any ðt1;y; tnÞARn;










where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.
(ii) For t1;y; tnAR and u1;y; unAR \Db;
ðdðt1;u1Þ ##? ##dðtn;unÞ; gÞ ¼ gððt1; u1Þ;y; ðtn; unÞÞ; gAN
##n
p;c ;
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3.2. Test and generalized functionals










and letLp be the completion of the class fjAL2ðS0;LÞ : jjjjjpoþNg with respect
to jj  jjp-norm. Then Lp; pAR; is a Hilbert space with the inner product 0; Tp
induced by jj  jjp-norm. For p; qAR with qXp; LqCLp and the embedding
Lq+Lp is of Hilbert–Schmidt type, whenever q  p4maxfab; 1=2g: Let L ¼
lim
’
p40Lp: ThenL is a nuclear space.L will serve as the space of test functions and
the dual space L0 of L the space of generalized functions. In our investigation,
members of L0 are called generalized Le´vy white noise functionals. In this way, we
obtain a Gel’fand triple LCL2ðS0;LÞCL0 and have the continuous inclusion:
LCLpCLqCL2ðS0;LÞCL0qCL0pCL0 ¼ lim- p40L
0
p; pXq40;
where L2ðS0;LÞ is identiﬁed with its dual space by the Riesz representation theorem.
In what follows, the dual pairing of L0 and L will be denoted by 0; T: We note
that for jAL2ðS0;LÞ and cAL; 0j;cT ¼0j; %cT0 (‘‘-’’ denotes the complex-
conjugate).
Then the set, consisting of all functionals
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n1!?nm!
p InðððAp#Apb Þfj1Þ#n1 ##? ##ððAp#Apb ÞfjmÞ#nmÞ
for n1 þ?þ nm ¼ n; nAN,f0g; and j1o?ojm; forms a CONS of Lp for any






0F ; Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞT
n1!?nm!
Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm Þ; ð3:4Þ









0F ; Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞT
n1!?nm!
f#n1j1
##? ##f#nmjm : ð3:5Þ
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n!ðFn;fnÞ and jjF jj2p ¼
XN
n¼0
n! jjjFn jjj2p; ð3:6Þ
where ð; Þ is the N ##np;c-N
##n
p;c pairing. Being motivated by (3.6), we deﬁne a
generalized multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integral InðFnÞ with the kernel function FnAN0c ##n as
a generalized Le´vy white noise functional by
0InðFnÞ;jT ¼ n!ðFn;fnÞ for any jBðjnÞAL;
where ð; Þ is theN0c ##n-N ##nc pairing. Consequently, each F inL0 can be expressed
as an orthogonal direct sum
PN
n¼0"InðFnÞ; written by FBðFnÞ; of generalized
multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integrals.
For gAL2cðR2; lÞ; it is easy to see that jjEMðgÞjjp ¼ eð1=2Þjjjg jjj
2
p for any p40: Hence
EMðgÞALp if and only if gANp;c for p40: Then we deﬁne the S-transform for all
generalized Le´vy white noise functionals as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.4. The S-transform SF of a generalized Le´vy white noise
functional FALp; p40; is deﬁned to be a complex-valued function on Np;c such
that
SFðgÞ ¼ 0F ;EMðgÞT for gANc:
Let FBðFnÞAL0: Then, for gANc; SFðgÞ ¼
PN
n¼0ðFn; g#nÞ; where ð; Þ is
the N0c ##n-N
##n
c pairing. From this formula, it is easy to verify the following
results.
Proposition 3.5. Let FBðFnÞ be in Lp; pAR: Then
(i) SF is analytic on Np;c; satisfying the exponential growth condition:
jSFðhÞjpjjF jjpeð1=2Þjjj h jjj
2
p for any hANp;c:
(ii) DnSFð0Þ is a Hilbert–Schmidt type n-linear functional on N ##np;c : In fact, for
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DnSFð0Þð fi1 ;y; finÞDnSjð0Þð fi1 ;y; finÞ:
Proposition 3.5(ii) implies that, for any pAR; the class fEMðgÞ : gANcg is total in
Lp: Equivalently, SF  0 if and only if F  0 for FALp pX0: From Example
2.10(1) it follows that the class feð;ZÞ : ZANcg; is a total set of L for the Gaussian
white noise measure LW:
Remark 3.6. Assume that the Le´vy white noise measure L is analytic. Then, by
Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.5, there exists an open neighborhood U of the origin of
Sc such that feð;ZÞ : ZAUgCL2ðS0;LÞ: In this case, eð;ZÞAL; ZAU ; if and only if
fZANc; where fZ is deﬁned as in (2.15). For any ZAS; Z automatically satisﬁes the
condition (2.14), it follows from Theorem 2.9 that, for g1;y; gnAL2cðR2; lÞ; we have





giðt; uÞfZðt; uÞ dlðt; uÞ;
which implies that
jjeð;ZÞjjp ¼ jE½eð;ZÞ	jeð1=2ÞjjjfZ jjj
2
p for any pX0:
Proposition 3.7. For the Poisson white noise measure LP; the class feð;ZÞ : ZAScg is
total in L:
Proof. We note that the measure b associated with LP is ð1=2Þd1: In this case,
Nc Sc: For all ZASc; fZ ¼ eZ  1ASc: By Remark 3.6, feð;ZÞ : ZAScgCL: To
verify such a set is total in L; it is enough to show that for FAL0; satisfying the
property that 0F ; eð;fÞT ¼ 0 for all fASc; F  0: In fact, by (2.18) we see that
SFðZÞ ¼ 0 for ZASc with jZjNo1: Then, by Proposition 3.5(ii), SF  0; and
thus F  0: &
Let H be a complex Hilbert space. For r40; denote byFrðHÞ the class of analytic
functions on H with norm jj  jjFrðHÞ such that










called the Bargmann–Segal–Dwyer space. Following the same proof as in [22]
we have
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Theorem 3.8. (i) The S-transform is an isomorphism from Lp onto the Bargmann–









Dnf ð0Þð fi1 ;y; finÞDnSjð0Þð fi1 ;y; finÞ:










Then the S-transform is an isomorphism from Dp onto F1=t2ðSp;cÞ for pAR:
Test and generalized functionals in Gaussian white noise analysis can be
characterized by their S-transforms (see [22,34]). We have a similar characterization
theorem for generalized Le´vy white noise functionals.
Theorem 3.9 (Lee and Shih [29]). (i) Suppose that a complex-valued function G
defined on Nc is analytic and satisfies the following growth condition:
(pAR; (c40{jGðxÞjpceð1=2Þjjjx jjj2p 8xANc: ð3:7Þ
Then there exists a unique FALpc0 such that SF ¼ G with jjF jjpc0pKc; where c0 is
the least positive integer such that e2jjAc0#Ac0b jj2HSo1; and K is a constant,
independent of the choice of F :
(ii) Suppose that a complex-valued function G defined on Nc is analytic and satisfies
the condition:
8pX0; (c40{jGðxÞjpceð1=2Þjjjxjjj2p 8xANc: ð3:8Þ
Then there exists a unique jAL such that Sj ¼ G:
Remark 3.10. (1) By (3.6) and Proposition 3.5(ii), we see that for any pAR;
jjSF jjF1ðNp;cÞ ¼ jjF jjp: Let Ap; pAR; be the space of all analytic functions f on
Np;c satisfying the condition: jj f jjAp ¼ supfj f ðzÞjeð1=2Þjjj z jjj
2
p : zANp;cgoþN:
Then fðAp; jj  jjApÞ : pARg forms a system of compatible and comparable Banach
spaces. By Proposition 3.5(i), SFAAp and jjSF jjAppjjF jjp for FALp; pAR: Let
AN ¼ lim
’
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satisfying condition (3.8). By Theorem 3.8 and [23, Theorem 3.8], AN ¼ SðLÞ ¼T
p40 F
1ðNp;cÞ as topological algebras.
(2) In the work of Kondratiev et al. [15–17] for the study of the non-Gaussian
analytic measures, especially the Possion and Gamma white noises, the space
E1minðS0cÞ plays the role of the test functions space, where E1minðS0cÞ is the projective
limit of fE1p;kðS0cÞg for which E1p;kðS0cÞ consists of all analytic functionals j on S0c
such that supfjjðzÞjeð1=kÞjzjp : zASp;cgoþN: However, in view of Theorem 2.7,
E1minðS0cÞ is not suitable to serve as the test functions space unless the Le´vy white
noise measure L is analytic. This shows that there is a close connection between the
regularity properties of the test functions space and the Le´vy measure b0: However,
it is not completely clear to us so far.
(3) For the Poisson white noise measure LP; Nc  Sc and E1minðS0cÞ is a dense
subspace of L (see [16,38]). In this case, E1minðS0cÞ is the analytic version of the
subspace of L2ðS0;LPÞ which is the projective limit of fLk;pg; where
Lk;pCL2ðS0;LPÞ is the Hilbert space with the jj  jjk:p-norm given by










Then E1minðS0cÞCLCL2ðS0;LPÞ; in which the inclusions are continuous.
4. Renormalization of Le´vy white noises
4.1. The Le´vy product formula
For any ðt; uÞAR2; let pðt; uÞ  u: For any nAN; let A ¼ fs1;y; sngCR2 with
jAj ¼ n; where jAj is the cardinality of A: For a symmetric measurable function x on
ðR2Þn; let xðAÞ denote the function xðs1;y; snÞ and let dl#nðAÞ denote
dlðs1Þ?dlðsnÞ:
Let fA #L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ and cA #L2cððR2Þm; l#mÞ: For 0pkpminfn; mg and
0prpminfn; mg  k; we deﬁne f ##rkc to be the symmetrization of the function
f#rkc on ðR2Þmþn2kr; f#rkc being given by







fðX ; Z; AÞcðA; Z; Y Þdl#kðAÞ; ð4:1Þ
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where
Q
sAZ pðsÞ means that u1  u2?ur as Z ¼ ððt1; u1Þ;y; ðtr; urÞÞ: For instance, as
CCR2 with jCj ¼ m þ n  2k  r;
f ##rkcðCÞ ¼
r!ðm  k  rÞ!ðn  k  rÞ!










fðX ; Z; AÞcðA; Z; Y Þdl#kðAÞ;
where X þ Y þ Z ¼ C meaning that C is the disjoint union of X ; Y ; and Z: In
general, f ##rkc is not quadratic integrable unless some extra-conditions are
attached. The notation in (4.1) is called Guichardt’s notations (see [33]).
As the role of Wiener multiplication formula in Gaussian white noise, Le´vy
product formula also play an important role in the development of Le´vy white noise
analysis. For instance, the renormalization of polynomial functionals of Le´vy white
noises, the multiplication by Le´vy white noises, etc.
By applying the stochastic representation of the coherent state functional (see
(2.11) and (2.12)), there is a formula for the pointwise multiplication of two coherent
state functionals:





EMð f þ g þ ð fgÞÞðxÞ
for L-almost all xAS0; where f ; gAL2cðR2; lÞ with ð fgÞAL2cðR2; lÞ: Based on this
equality, we can derive the following product formula.
Theorem 4.1 (Lee and Shih [28]). Let f1;y; fn; g1;y; gmAL2cðR2; lÞ for n; mAN:
Assume that ð figjÞAL2cðR2; lÞ for i ¼ 1;y; n and j ¼ 1;y; m: Then



















 Imþn2krðð f1 ##? ##fnÞ ##rkðg1 ##? ##gmÞÞ:
Proof. The proof can be found in Lee and Shih [28]. &
Remark 4.2. (1) Let Z1;y; ZnAS be arbitrarily given. Then, apply Theorem 4.1, we
see that there exist fk’sAN
##k
c ; k ¼ 0; 1;y; n  1; such that
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This implies that the algebra generated by fð; ZÞ : ZAScg is contained in L:
(2) For the Poisson white noise measure LP;
























where KðJ0;y; JkÞ’s are constants, independent of the choices of Z1;y; Zn:
Consequently, the algebra generated by fð; ZÞ : ZAScg is dense in L for LP:
4.2. Le´vy white noise
Proposition 4.3. For a fixed tAR; let fZngCL1-L2ðR; dtÞ so that ðiÞ Zn-dt inS0 and
ðiiÞ RþNN ZnðsÞds-1 as n-N: Then
lim
n-N
0/; ZnS;jT ¼ DSjð0Þdt þ t1 E½j	; jAL:
Proof. For jAL;








by Proposition 3.5(ii). Letting n-N yields the desired result. &
Putting
Zn ¼
X ðt þ DtnÞ  XðtÞ
Dtn
in Proposition 4.3 where Dtn-0 as n-N; we are led to the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.4. The Le´vy white noise ’XðtÞ; which is the ﬁrst derivative of X
at a time t; is deﬁned to be a generalized Le´vy white noise functional in L0 such
that
0 ’XðtÞ;jT ¼ t1E½j	 þ DSjð0Þdt for all jAL: ð4:2Þ
Formula (4.2) implies that ’XðtÞ ¼ t1 þ I1ðdtÞ: For any p45=12; jdtjpoþN so
that ’XðtÞALp: In fact, all the time derivatives of the Le´vy process X can be
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regarded as elements in L0: Take an arbitrary jAL: Then

















the second derivative X¨ðtÞ of X at t is deﬁned by
0X¨ðtÞ;jT ¼ DSjð0Þ’dt for any jAL;
or equivalently, X¨ðtÞ ¼ I1ð’dtÞ: Continuing in this way, the kth derivative X ðkÞðtÞ is
I1ðdðk1Þt Þ: Moreover, for kX1 and gANc;
SðX ðkÞðtÞÞðgÞ ¼ ðdðk1Þt ; gÞ; ð4:3Þ
where ð; Þ is the N0c-Nc pairing.
4.3. The additive renormalization
As in the Brownian motion case, we will deﬁne the polynomial of Le´vy white noise
f ’XðtnÞ : nANg as a generalized Le´vy white noise functional via renormalization
procedure. For t1;y; tnAR; we denote the fraction ðX ðti þ DtiÞ  X ðtiÞÞ=Dti by
XðDiÞ=jDij; in which Di is the interval ðti; ti þ Dti	 and jDij ¼ Dti: Then X ðDiÞ=jDij ¼
/; 1Di=jDijS which converges to ’XðtiÞ in L0 as Di-0: Now, let that D1;y;Dm be
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where we use the convention ðp
q
Þ ¼ 0 if q4p: In (4.4)–(4.5), ck’s and fc’s can be









where i1;y; ikAf1;y; mg; s1;y; skX1; r1;y; rkX0; and ð1D=jDjÞsðt; uÞ is deﬁned
to be us1DðtÞ=jDj for any ðt; uÞAR2: Then, for jAL; 0IkðckÞ;jT and 0IcðfcÞ;jT
can be expressed as a linear sum of terms of the form









which blow up as jDij j-0; j ¼ 1;y; k: However, by subtracting
P
k IkðckÞ andP






















are convergent in L0 as jDij-0 for i ¼ 1;y; m: For this reason, we deﬁne the
additive renormalization of
Qm
i¼1ð ’XðtiÞ  t1Þni and
Qm









’XðtiÞni :add ¼ limjD1j;y;jDmj-0 J2ðD1;y;DmÞ in L
0:
Also, those two renormalization can be deﬁned by means of their functional
representations acting on the test functions given as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.5. Let t1;y; tn be arbitrarily given in R: Then, for any jAL;
(i) the additive renormalization :
Qn
i¼1 ð ’XðtiÞ  t1Þ :add of
Qn





ð ’XðtiÞ  t1Þ :add;j
* +* +
¼ DnSjð0Þðdt1 ;y; dtnÞ;
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(ii) the additive renormalization :
Qn
i¼1 ’XðtiÞ :add of
Qn






¼ DnSjð0Þðdt1 þ t1;y; dtn þ t1Þ:





















The following results can be derived from Deﬁnition 4.5.
Proposition 4.6. Let t1;y; tn be arbitrarily given in R: Then the renormalization :Qm
i¼1 ’XðtiÞni : and :
Qm
i¼1 ð ’XðtiÞ  t1Þni : are both in Lp; provided that p45=12:
Moreover, for any gANc;
Sð: ð ’Xðt1Þ  t1Þn1?ð ’XðtmÞ  t1Þnm :addÞðgÞ ¼ ðdt1 ; gÞn1?ðdtm ; gÞnm ;
and
Sð: ’Xðt1Þn1? ’XðtmÞnm :addÞðgÞ ¼ ððdt1 ; gÞ þ t1Þn1?ððdtm ; gÞ þ t1Þnm ;
where ð; Þ is the N0c-Nc pairing.
4.4. The multiplicative renormalization
For any ZAS; deﬁne cZðt; uÞ :¼ u1ðLogð1þ uZðtÞÞ for ua0 and deﬁne cZðt; 0Þ :
¼ ZðtÞ: It follows from Theorem 2.9 that if cZ satisﬁes (2.14) then we haveZ
S0
jðxÞeI1ðcZÞLðdxÞ ¼ E½eI1ðcZÞ	  SjðZÞ; jAL:
Note that even for ZAS0; SjðZÞ exists no matter if eI1ðcZÞ or E½eI1ðcZÞ	 exists or not.
We deﬁne the multiplicative renormalization of eI1ðcZÞ formally by
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which is realized as a generalized functional deﬁned by
0 : eI1ðcZÞ :mul;jT :¼ SjðZÞ:
Then : eI1ðcZÞ :mul becomes a generalized Le´vy white noise functional. In particular,
when Z ¼ dt; we have
0 : eI1ðcdt Þ :mul;jT :¼ SjðdtÞ:
The generalized Le´vy white noise functional : eI1ðcdt Þ :mul may also be realized as an
additive functional of : e
’XðtÞt1 : as we shall see below.





























where D ¼ ðt; t þ Dt	; jDj ¼ Dt; sn;kX1 and cn;k’s are deﬁned analogously to ck’s in



























converges inL0 as jDj-0: This suggests us to deﬁne the additive renormalization of
e
’XðtÞ by









’XðtÞt1 :add¼ et1 : e ’XðtÞ :add¼: eI1ðcdt Þ :mul :
Particularly, in the Gaussian case, we have
: e
’BðtÞ :add¼: e ’BðtÞ :mul :
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The deﬁnition of : e
’XðtÞ :add can also be deﬁned in the following way:
By (2.11)–(2.12) we see that : e
X ðDÞ





















1þ X ðs; Þ  X ðs; ÞjDj
 
 1fu:1=mojujomgðXðs; Þ  X ðs; ÞÞ
 9=;
as m-N: Letting jDj-0; we can formally write
: e



















In particular, when L is the Gaussian white noise measure LW;
: e








and when L is the Poisson white noise measure LP;
: e






(see also [12, Proposition 4.2]).
4.5. Generalized multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ stochastic integration
The following results can be derived immediately by the combination of (3.6) with
Proposition 3.3(ii), and Proposition 3.5(ii).
Proposition 4.7. Let gA #L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ and jBðfnÞAL:
(i) For t1;y; tnAR and u1;y; unAR \Db (Db is defined as in the Section 3:1),




(ii) Let fn;j be the function on ðR2Þn given by
fn;jððt1; u1Þ;y; ðtn; unÞÞ ¼ DnSjð0Þðdðt1;u1Þ;y; dðtn;unÞÞ:
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¼DnSjð0Þðdt1 ;y; dtnÞ; ð4:6Þ
where dgðuÞ ¼ ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ: By applying (4.6) to Proposition 4.7(ii), we obtain that







fðt1;y; tnÞDnSjð0Þðdt1 ;y; dtnÞdt1;?; dtn: ð4:7Þ
In fact, we have shown that for fA #L2cðRn; ðdtÞ#nÞ; the multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integral
InðfÞ can be regarded as a L0-valued integral on Rn in the sense of Bochner as
follows.







fðt1;y; tnÞ : ð ’Xðt1Þ  t1Þ?ð ’XðtnÞ  t1Þ : dt1?dtn
in L0; where the last multiple integral is a Lp-valued, p41=2; integral as a Bochner
integral.
Proof. Let T be the L0-valued function on Rn deﬁned by
Tðt1;y; tnÞ ¼ fðt1;y; tnÞ : ð ’Xðt1Þ  t1Þ?ð ’XðtnÞ  t1Þ : :
















which is ﬁnite provided p41=2: Hence, the proposition follows from (4.7) and
Deﬁnition 4.5(i). &
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Remark 4.9. (1) By Proposition 4.7, we see that for GAN0 ##nc and jAL;
0InðGÞ;jT ¼ ðG; fn;jÞ;
where ð; Þ is the N0 ##nc -N ##nc pairing. In particular, if FAS0 ##nc ; then
0InðFÞ;jT ¼ ðF; gn;jÞ;
where gn;jAS
##n












Fðt1;y; tnÞ : ð ’Xðt1Þ  t1Þ?ð ’XðtnÞ  t1Þ : dt1?dtn:


















5.1. Differential operators and their adjoint operators
Let FALp and xANp;c; pAR: It follows from Proposition 3.5(i) that the
Gaˆteaux derivative ðd=dzÞjz¼0SFð þ zxÞ in the direction x is an analytic















p 2e1=8jjF jjp jjjx jjjp eð1=2Þfjjjz jjj
2
pþjjjz jjjpg
p jjF jjp jjjx jjjp 
c1e
ð1=2Þjjjz jjj2p if jjjz jjjpp1;
c01e
ð1=2Þjjjz jjj2pþ1 if jjjz jjjp41:
8<:
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where c1; c
0
1; and c are constants. Thus, by Theorem 3.9, S
1ððd=dzÞjz¼0SFð þ
zxÞÞALp1c0 :
Deﬁnition 5.1. For pAR; let xANp;c be ﬁxed. Then we deﬁne the partial derivative
@x acting on Lp in the direction x by







Obviously, the combination of (5.1) and Theorem 3.9 implies that @x is a
continuous operator from Lp into Lp1c0 for xANp;c; pAR: More precisely,
jj@xF jjp1c0pr jjjx jjjp jjF jjp; ð5:2Þ
where r is a constant independent of the choice of p; j; and x: In particular, @x is
continuous from L into itself. Accordingly, we deﬁne its adjoint operator @x from
L0 into L0 by
0@xF ;jT :¼ 0F ; @xjT for FAL0 and jAL:
Lemma 5.2. For fAN ##np;c ; nX1; and xANp;c with pAR; define Kx;fAN
0 ##ðn1Þ
c by
Kx;fðcÞ ¼ ðx ##c;fÞ; cAN ##ðn1Þc ;
where ð; Þ is the N ##np;c-N
##n
p;c pairing. Then, for qpp;
jjj Kx;f jjjqp lðn1ÞðqpÞ0 jjjx jjjp jjjf jjjp:
Remark 5.3. For fAN
##n
c and ðt; uÞAR2; we have Kdðt;uÞ;fAN
##ðn1Þ
0;c by Lemma 5.2
and
Kdðt;uÞ;fððt2; u2Þ;y; ðtn; unÞÞ ¼ ðdðt2;u2Þ ##? ##dðtn;unÞ; Kdðt;uÞ;fÞ
¼fððt; uÞ; ðt2; u2Þ;y; ðtn; unÞÞ
by Proposition 3.3(ii). Thus,Z
R2
jjj Kdðt;uÞ;f jjj20 dlðt; uÞ ¼ jjjf jjj20:
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By the above identity, we deﬁne Tcðt; uÞ :¼ Kdðt;uÞ;c; for any ðt; uÞAR2 and cAN
##n
0;c .
Then Tc is a N
##ðn1Þ






jjj Kdðt;uÞ;ck  Tcðt; uÞjjj20 dlðt; uÞ ¼ 0;
where fckgCN ##nc so that ck-c in N
##n
0;c : In fact, for l
#n-almost all
ððt; uÞ; s2;y; snÞAðR2Þn;
Kdðt;uÞ;cðs2;y; snÞ ¼ cððt; uÞ; s2;y; snÞ:
Let FBðFnÞALp and xANp;c with pAR: Choose a sequence fxkgCNc so that















where ð; Þ is the N ##nc -N0
##n
c pairing. Then @xk F ¼
PN
n¼1 n In1ðKxk ;FnÞ: By (5.2),
@xkF-@xF in Lp1c0 : For p4q; limx-N x l
2xðqpÞ
0 ¼ 0: Then, by Lemma 5.2,
XN
n¼1










n2ðn  1Þ! jjj Kxk ;Fn  Kx;Fn jjj2q
p jjjxk  x jjj2p
XN
n¼1
n2ðn  1Þ! l2ðn1ÞðqpÞ0 jjjFn jjj2p
po2pq l
2ðpqÞ
0 jjjxk  x jjj2p jjF jj2p:
Here, the constant or40 is deﬁned by
o2r ¼ supfxl2xr0 : xX0g;
which is ﬁnite as r40: To sum up we have proved the following
Theorem 5.4. Let FBðFnÞALp and xANp;c for pAR: Then, for qop;
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Moreover,
jj@xF jjqpopqlpq0 jjjx jjjp jjF jjp:
Applying Theorem 5.4, we express @xF in terms of the Le´vy–Itoˆ decomposition of
F below.




Inþ1ðx ##FnÞ in L0:
Moreover, for xANq with q4p;
jj@xF jjqpoqplqp0 jjjx jjjq jjF jjp:
Proof. By Theorem 5.4 we see that for jBðfnÞ; cBðcnÞAL; and xANc;





















































ðn þ 1Þ! jjjfk;n  Fn jjj2q
pð1þ o2qpÞjjjx jjj2q jjjk  F jj2p-0 as k-N: ð5:3Þ
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For xANp;c; we choose a sequence fxkgCNc such that xk-x inNp;c: Then, by




0: Again, by a
similar estimation as in the derivation of (5.3), one sees that fPNn¼0 Inþ1ðxk ##FnÞg
converges to
PN
n¼0 Inþ1ðx ##FnÞ in L0: The ﬁrst assertion is proved. For the second
assertion, let FALp and xANq with q  p40: Then, by Theorem 5.4 we see that
for jAL; @xjALp and
0@xF ;jT ¼ 0F ; @xjTpoqp lqp0 jjjx jjjq jjF jjp jjjjjq:
Thus,
jj@xF jjqpoqp lqp0 jjjx jjjq jjF jjp: &
The combination of Proposition 3.5(i) with Theorem 5.4 yields the Taylor
expansion of test functional jAL by employing the S-transform.












and the series converges in Lq for qop:







We note that for nAN;
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Hence,
























0 jjjx jjjnp jjF jjnp ¼ exp½opqlpq0 jjjx jjjp jjF jjp	
by Theorem 5.4. &
Notations. For convenience, we denote @dt ; @

dt ; @dðt;uÞ ; and @

dðt;uÞ respectively by @t; @

t ;
@ðt;uÞ; and @ðt;uÞ for tAR and ðt; uÞAR2:
5.2. Le´vy white noise differentiation
By Theorem 5.4, the mapping ðx;jÞ-0@xF ;jT; FAL0; is bilinear and
continuous from Nc L into C: Then it follows from the kernel theorem (see
[2]) that there exists an unique element FFAN0c#L
0 such that
0@xF ;jT ¼ ðFF ; x#jÞ; ð5:4Þ







FF ðt; u; xÞxðt; uÞjðxÞLðdxÞdlðt; uÞ:
The following simple inequality will be frequently used in the derivation of basic
properties of FF :
Lemma 5.7. Let FnAN
##ðn1Þ
0;c ; nAN; be given. Then, for pAR and qop;
XN
n¼1
n2ðn  1Þ!jjjFnjjj2qpð1þ o2ðpqÞ=2Þ2
XN
n¼1
ðn  1Þ !jjjFnjjj2p:
Theorem 5.8. (i) Let GBðgnÞ be in Lp with pX0: Then, for l-almost all ðt; uÞAR2;
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where Kdðt;uÞ;gn is defined as in Remark 5:3:




xðt; uÞFGðt; uÞdlðt; uÞ in Lq; qop;
where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner. In fact,
jj@xGjjqpð1þ o2ðpqÞ=2Þjjjxjjj0jjGjjp:
(iii) For FALp with p4maxfab; 1=2g; FF ðt; uÞ ¼ @ðt;uÞF :




xðt; uÞ@ðt;uÞF dlðt; uÞ in L0;
where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.






jjjKdðt;uÞ;gn jjj2pdlðt; uÞpjjGjj2p: ð5:5Þ
By Lemma 5.7 and applying the Fubini theorem to (5.5), we have




for l-almost all ðt; uÞAR2; moreover,































xðt; uÞ0U ðt; uÞ;jTdlðt; uÞ; ð5:7Þ
where the last equality in (5.7) follows from (5.5), (5.6), and a dominated
convergence argument. Then FGðt; uÞ ¼ U ðt; uÞ and the assertion (i) is veriﬁed.
(ii) Equality (5.7) still hold if we replace xANc by xAN0;c: By (5.5), (5.6), and the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, the norm estimation in the assertion (ii) is obtained.
(iii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4. By (ii), (iii), and the duality, we obtain
the assertion (iv). &
Let FAL0 be given. By the kernel theorem and Theorem 5.4 again, there exists an
unique element CFAS0c#L
0 such that for any ZASc and jAL;






where ð; Þ is the S0c#L0-Sc#L pairing.
Theorem 5.9. There is a Lebesgue measure zero set DCR so that for almost all
tAR \D; the following statements hold.




FF ðt; uÞð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ in Lq; qop;
where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.





@ðt;uÞFð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ in L0;
where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.
Proof. (i) From (5.5) and (5.6) it follows thatZ
R2
jjFF ðt; uÞjj2qdlðt; uÞpð1þ o2ðpqÞ=2Þ2jjF jj2poþN:
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Then, by Fubini theorem we have, for almost all tAR;Z þN
N
jjFF ðt; uÞjj2pð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞoþN;
and, since b is a ﬁnite measure,Z þN
N






















FF ðt; uÞð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ;j
  
dt:
This proves the assertion (i).



















¼DSFðgÞdt ðby Proposition 3:3ðiÞÞ
¼Sð@tjÞðgÞ:
Hence CF ðtÞ ¼ @tF : The formula in (iii) follows immediately from the results in (i),
(ii), Proposition 3.3, and Theorem 5.5. &
To simplify the notations, we remain denoting the kernel function FF ðt; u; xÞ
and CF ðt; xÞ by @ðt;uÞFðxÞ and @tFðxÞ respectively for any FAL0: We call @tFðxÞ
the Le´vy white noise ’XðtÞ-derivative of F at x: By Theorems 5.8(ii) and 5.9(i), we
obtain
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Proposition 5.10. For gAL2cðR2; lÞ; let Zg be defined as in ð3:2Þ:




gðt; uÞCF ðtÞdlðt; uÞ inLq; qop;





gðt; uÞ@t Fdlðt; uÞ in L0;
where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.
Example 5.11. For t1o?otmAR and n1 þ?þ nm ¼ n;




nkdtkðt; uÞ# : ’Xðt1Þn1? ’XðtkÞnk1? ’XðtmÞnm : ð5:8Þ
For jAL and xANc;


















ððdtj ; gÞ þ t1Þnj ; gANc;
where ð; Þ is the N0c-Nc pairing. Then




nkðdtk ; xÞ : ’Xðt1Þn1? ’XðtkÞnk1? ’XðtmÞnm : :
It follows that, for jAL;




nkðdtk ; xÞ0 : ’Xðt1Þn1? ’XðtkÞnk1? ’XðtmÞnm :;jT;
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nkdtkðt; uÞ# : ’Xðt1Þn1? ’Xðt1Þnk1
 
’XðtkÞnk1 ’Xðt1Þnkþ1? ’XðtmÞnm : ðxÞ
!
xðt; uÞjðxÞLðdxÞdlðt; uÞ:
This proves identity (5.8). In particular, if xASc; then




nkdtkðtÞ# : ’Xðt1Þn1? ’XðtkÞnk1? ’XðtmÞnm : :
Example 5.12. Let FANp;c for p40: Then
@ðt;uÞI1ðFÞ ¼Fðt; uÞ#1;
@tI1ðFÞ ¼ ZF ðtÞ#1; ð5:9Þ
where ZF ¼
PN
n¼0ðF ; enÞen in S0c:










ðF ; g þ zxÞ ¼ ðF ; xÞ; gANc;
where ð; Þ is the N0c-Nc pairing. Thus,
@xI1ðFÞ ¼ ðF ; xÞ  1:
It follows that






ðFðt; uÞ#1ðxÞÞxðt; uÞjðxÞLðdxÞdlðt; uÞ:






ðZF ðt; uÞ#1ðxÞÞxðtÞjðxÞLðdxÞ dt:
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gðt; uÞ : ’XðtÞn : dlðt; uÞ ¼ n
Z
R2




gðt; uÞ : ’XðtÞn : dlðt; uÞ ¼ t2n
Z
R2
gðt; uÞdtðt0Þ : ’XðtÞn1 : dlðt; uÞ: ð5:10Þ
Let FmðtÞ ¼
Pm
k¼0 ekðtÞek for any mAN; where en’s are hermite functions on R:
Then FmðtÞ-dt inN1;c: Using the fact that supfjenðtÞj : tARg ¼ Oðn1=12Þ; there is
a constant c40 such that for any r; mAN; tAR;
jjjd#rt jjj1p cr1jjjdtjjj1;
jjjFmðtÞ#rjjj1p cr1jjjFmðtÞjjj1;
jjjFmðtÞ#r  d#rt jjj1p rcr1jjjFmðtÞ  dtjjj1: ð5:11Þ













gðt; uÞðFmðtÞ; xÞFmðtÞ#ðn1Þdlðt; uÞ
 
;
where ð; Þ is the N1;c-N1;c pairing and the above integrals are all regarded as













gðt; uÞðdt; xÞIn1ðd#ðn1Þt Þdlðt; uÞ:




gðt; uÞ : ’XðtÞn : dlðt; uÞ ¼ n
Z
R2
gðt; uÞZxðtÞ : ’XðtÞn1 : dlðt; uÞ;
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gðt; uÞ : ’XðtÞn : dlðt; uÞ ¼ t2n
Z
R2
gðt; uÞdtðt0Þ : ’XðtÞn1 : dlðt; uÞ:











ðt1;u1Þ1;jT ¼ DnSjð0Þðdðt1;u1Þ;y; dðtn;unÞÞ: ð5:12Þ









and, for fA #L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ;






f ððt1; u1Þ;y; ðtn; unÞÞ@ðt1;u1Þ?@ðtn;unÞ1dlðt1; u1Þ?dlðtn; unÞ:
Proposition 5.15. The following canonical commutation relation (CCR) hold.
(i) ½@x; @Z	 ¼ 0 on L for all x; ZAN0c:
(ii) ½@x ; @Z 	 ¼ 0 on L0 for all x; ZAN0c:
(iii) ½@z; @Z 	 ¼ ðZ; zÞI on L0 for all zANc and ZAN0c:
(iv) ½@Z; @z 	 ¼ ðZ; zÞI on L for all ZAN0c and zANc;
where I is the identity map and the bracket denotes the commutator.
Proof. We prove only the assertion (iii). The other assertions can be proved
in a similar way. Since fEMðgÞ : gANcg is total in L0; it sufﬁces to show for
any gANc; EMðgÞ satisﬁes the formula (iii). To this end, take an arbitrary hANc:
Then
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ðZ; h þ zzÞðg; h þ zzÞn











where ð; Þ is the N0c-Nc pairing. This proves the identity (iii). &
Remark 5.16. (1) Putting z ¼ dðt;sÞ and Z ¼ dðt0;s0Þ in Proposition 5.15(i)–(ii), we see
that
½@ðt;sÞ; @ðt0;s0Þ	 ¼ ½@ðt;sÞ; @ðt0;s0Þ	 ¼ 0:
(2) For ½@ðt;sÞ; @ðt0;s0Þ	; we note that @ðt;sÞ@ðt0;s0Þj is well-deﬁned for jALp Lp with














by Proposition 5.15(iii). Symbolically, we write
½@ðt0;s0Þ; @ðt;sÞ	 ¼ dðt;sÞðt0; s0ÞI on L:
Similarly, we have ½@t; @s	 ¼ 0 ¼ ½@t ; @s 	 and ½@t; @s 	 ¼ t2dsðtÞI on L:
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5.3. Le´vy white noise derivatives of analytic functionals
Let xAS and ZASc be ﬁxed. By (2.16),












xðtÞðgðt; 0Þ þ rZðtÞÞdt

; r40; gANc; ð5:13Þ
where fix is deﬁned as in (2.15) and s
2 ¼ bðf0gÞ: Differentiating with respect to r on









































which lies in L2ðS0;LÞ:
Similarly, by replacing x by sx; sAR; and differentiating with respect to s on
both sides of (5.13), we see that formula (5.14) also holds for cylinder polynomials.
Applying the above arguments and by Theorem 5.9, we have the following
results.
Theorem 5.17. Let f be a functional belonging to the algebra generated by the union of
fð; xÞ : xASg and feð;zÞ : zASg: Then
(i) for ðt; uÞAR2; @ðt;uÞ fAL2ðS0;LÞ and
@ðt;uÞ f ¼ f ð þ udtÞ  f ðÞ
u
 
1fu:juj40gðuÞ þ ðDf ðÞdtÞ1f0gðuÞ; ð5:15Þ




f ðx þ udtÞ  f ðxÞ
u
ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ þ s2Df ðxÞdt: ð5:16Þ
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Next, we further assume that the Le´vy white noise measure L is analytic and let Kb
be the constant deﬁned as in Lemma 2.4. By Theorem 2.7, Kb40 and the space
E1minðS0cÞ (see Remark 3.10 for the deﬁnition) is contained in L2ðS0;LÞ: Take a
positive number 0or0oKb: Let fAE1minðS0cÞ: Then, by the Cauchy integral formula,
for any p; kAN and xAS0c; jDf ðxÞdtjpjj f jjp;keð1=kÞjxþdtjp : Let
S0c{x/Ttð f ÞðxÞ 
Z
juj40
f ðx þ udtÞ  f ðxÞ
u
ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ þ s2Df ðxÞdt;
S0c{x/Tðt;uÞð f ÞðxÞ 
f ðx þ udtÞ  f ðxÞ
u
 




f ðx þ udtÞ  f ðxÞ
u








Df ðx þ sdtÞdtds
 ð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ þ s2jDf ðxÞdtj










jj f jjp;keð1=kÞjxjp ;
ð5:17Þ
in which the last integral is ﬁnite provided that kX2jdtj1=r0; and
f ðx þ udtÞ  f ðxÞ
u
 1fu:juj40gðuÞ þ jDf ðxÞdtj1f0gðuÞ
peð1=kÞjdtj1ð1þ eð1=kÞjujjdtj1Þjjf jjp;keð1=kÞjxjp ; xAS0c: ð5:18Þ
Then, by the Morera theorem, the functionals Ttð f Þ and Tðt;uÞð f Þ are in E1minðS0cÞ;
and moreover these two mappings f/Ttð f Þ and f/Tðt;uÞð f Þ are both continuous
from E1minðS0cÞ into itself.
For any sequence f fmgCE1minðS0cÞ with the property that fm-f in the jj  jjp;k’s-
norms, from estimations (5.17) and (5.18) it follows that Ttð fmÞ-Ttð f Þ
and Tðt;uÞð fmÞ-Tðt;uÞð f Þ in the topology of E1minðS0cÞ: On the other hand, since
fm-f in L
2ðS0;LÞ; 0@Z fm;jT-0@Zf ;jT for any ZASc and jAL: Since
the linear space P of all cylinder polynomials is dense in the space E1minðS0cÞ
(see [17]), we may assume that all of fm’s are cylinder polynomials. By (5.17)
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Ttð f ÞðxÞZðtÞjðxÞLðdxÞ dt as m-N
for any ZASc and jAL: In a similar way to the above, by replacing Z by an












Tðt;uÞð f ÞðxÞhðt; uÞjðxÞLðdxÞdlðt; uÞ:
Concluding the above arguments, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.18. Assume that the Le´vy white noise measure L is analytic. Then the
differential operators @ðt;uÞ and @t are both continuous from E1minðS0cÞ into itself for
ðt; uÞAR2 and tAR: Moreover, for fAE1minðS0cÞ; the formulas in ð5:15Þ and ð5:16Þ are
still valid.
Example 5.19. Let f be an analytic functional in E1minðS0cÞ:
(1) When L is the Gaussian white noise measure LW;
@t f ðxÞ ¼ Df ðxÞdt:
(2) (c.f. [12, Theorem 6.5]) When L is the Poisson white noise measure LP;
@t f ðxÞ ¼ f ðx þ dtÞ  f ðxÞ:
(3) (c.f. [15, Theorem 6.1]) When L is the Gamma white noise measure LG;
@t f ðxÞ ¼
Z N
0
ð f ðx þ udtÞ  f ðxÞÞeudu:
6. Multiplication by Le´vy white noises
In this section, we are going to study the multiplication operators by Le´vy white
noise f ’XðtÞ : tARg:
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For a ﬁxed pX0; denote byMp the class consisting of all functions Z inNc so that
the associated multiplication operator MZ; which is deﬁned by MZðgÞ ¼ Zg for
gANp;c; acts continuously from Np;c into L2cðR2; lÞ; where Zðt; uÞ ¼ uZðt; uÞ;
ðt; uÞAR2:
For ZAMp; let dGZ be the differential second quantization of MZ; i.e., for
g1;y; gnANp;c;
dGZðg1 ##? ##gnÞ ¼MZðg1Þ ##g2 ##? ##gn þ g1 ##MZðg2Þ ##g3 ##? ##gn
þ?þ g1 ##? ##gn1 ##MZðgnÞ:
Lemma 6.1. Let ZAMp: Then, for any g1;y; gnANp;c;
jjjdGZðg1 ##? ##gnÞjjj0pnjjMZjj jjjg1jjjp?jjjgnjjjp;
where jjMZjj denotes the operator norm of MZ:









For a ﬁxed ZAMp; let @Z be the linear operator on the linear space spanned by
Inðg1 ##? ##gnÞ; g1;y; gnANp;c and nAN; deﬁned by
@ZInðg1 ##? ##gnÞ ¼ InðdGZðg1 ##? ##gnÞÞ:


























0j; Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞT
n1!?nm!
 InðdGZð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞÞ:
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j0j; Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞTj
n1!?nm!









p j0j; Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞTj
n1!?nm!










p j0j; Inð f#n1j1 ##? ##f#nmjm ÞTj
n1!?nm!




















is a Cauchy sequence in L2ðS0;LÞ: This suggests us to deﬁne






for jALq with ejjAðqpÞ#AðqpÞb jj2HSo1:
We now express @Zj in terms of multiple Le´vy–Itoˆ integrals as follows.













where ‘‘sym’’ means ‘‘the symmetrization of ’’. Moreover,
jj@Zjjj0pjjMZjj jjjjjq: ð6:3Þ
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symfg1 ##? ##gnðs1;y; snÞZðsnÞgdMðs1Þ?dMðsnÞ:
Then formula (6.2) holds for jk ¼
Pk
n¼0 Inðfn;kÞ; where ffn;kg is deﬁned as in (6.1).



















































The above estimation still hold by replacing cn;k by fn: Hence, letting k-N in (6.4)
and from (6.1) it follows that (6.2) and (6.3) hold for any jALq: &
The operators @; @; and @ can be in connection with the following integral
formula.







Zðt; uÞ@ðt;uÞ@ðt;uÞjdlðt; uÞ in Lq;
where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.
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0 jjMZjj jjjjjqjjAðqðp=2ÞÞ#Aðqðp=2ÞÞb jj2HSoþN: ð6:5Þ
It implies that Tj is Bochner integrable on R
2 with respect to l: Put j ¼ EMðgÞ with




gðt; uÞhðt; uÞdlðt; uÞ
  Z
R2







Then this theorem immediately follows from (6.3), (6.5), and the totality of fEMðxÞ :
xANcg in Lq: &
Combining Theorem 4.1 with Theorems 5.4, 5.5, and 6.2, we have
Theorem 6.4. Let ZAMp with pX0 and jBðfnÞALq with ejjAðqpÞ#
A
ðqpÞ
b jj2HSo1: Then @Zj; @Zj; and @Zj are in L2cðS0;LÞ: Moreover, for L-almost
all xAS0;
I1ðZÞðxÞjðxÞ ¼ @ZjðxÞ þ @ZjðxÞ þ @ZjðxÞ:
Let jAL be ﬁxed. Then, for any ZAS; by Theorem 6.4 we see that for any ZAS;
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for L-almost all xAS0: Assume that there is a positive number p0 such that
supfjjMZjj=jZjp0 : ZAS \f0ggoþN:
Then, by Theorem 5.4, Theorem 5.5, inequality (6.3), and the fact that jenjL1ðR;dtÞ ¼
Oðn1=4Þ; for cAL and p4maxfp0; 3=4g;
j0ð; ZÞj;cTjp jjð; ZÞjjj0jjcjjp



















where q is chosen so large that ejjAðqpÞ#AðqpÞb jj2HSo1: It implies that the bilinear
mapping
ðZ;cÞ/0ð; ZÞj;cT
is continuous from SL into C: Thus, it follows from the kernel theorem that
there exists an unique element FLðjÞAS0#L0 such thatZ
S0
ðx; ZÞjðxÞcðxÞLðdxÞ ¼ ðFLðjÞ; Z#cÞ;





where ð; Þ is the S0#L0-S#L pairing.
By Theorems 5.8 and 6.3, we express @Z ; @

Z ; and @Z as the integral representations






















Consequently, by comparing (6.7) with (6.8) we have
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Theorem 6.5. Assume that there is a positive number p0 such that
supfjjMZjj=jZjp0 : ZAS \f0ggoþN:
Let jAL and let q40 with ejjAðqp0Þ#Aðqp0Þb jj2HSo1: Then
FLðjÞðt; Þ ¼ @tjþ @t jþ
Z þN
N
u@ðt;uÞ@ðt;uÞjð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ þ t1j in Lq
for any tAR; where the integral exists in the sense of Bochner.
Proof. The only work we need to do is to show the desired integral is Bochner












which is ﬁnite provided that q  ðp0=2Þ4maxfab; 1=2g: It implies that for all tAR;Z þN
N
jujjjjdðt;uÞjjj2qð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞoþN;






jujjjjdðt;uÞjjj2qð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞoþN: & ð6:9Þ







ZðtÞðxðtÞjðxÞÞcðxÞLðdxÞ dt; cAL: ð6:10Þ
The comparison between (6.7) and (6.10) suggests the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 6.6. Assume that there is a positive number p0 such that
supfjjMZjj=jZjp0 : ZAS \f0ggoþN:
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For tAR; the multiplication operator by the Le´vy white noise ’XðtÞ is a mapping from
L into L0 given by
j/ ’XðtÞj ¼ @tjþ @t jþ
Z þN
N
u@ðt;uÞ@ðt;uÞjð1þ u2ÞdbðuÞ þ t1j;jAL:
Proposition 6.7. For tAR; ’XðtÞ is a continuous operator from L into Lq for q40
with ejjAðqp0Þ#Aðqp0Þb jj2HSo1:
Proof. The proof immediately follows from (6.9), Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. &
Example 6.8. (1) For the white noise measure LW ; b ¼ d0: Then for any ZAS;
MZ  0: By Deﬁnition 6.6,
’XðtÞ ¼ @t þ @t :
(2) For the Poisson white noise measure LP; b ¼ ð1=2Þd1: It is easy to see that
supfjjMZjj=jZjp : ZAS \f0ggoþN; as p45=12:
By Theorem 5.9, @ðt;1Þ ¼ @t and @ðt;1Þ ¼ @t : Then, by Deﬁnition 6.6,
’XðtÞ ¼ @t þ @t þ @ðt;1Þ@ðt;1Þ þ 1
¼ @t þ @t þ @t @t þ 1 ¼ ð@t þ 1Þð@t þ 1Þ:
(3) For the Gamma white noise measure LG; we ﬁrst claim that the assumption in
Deﬁnition 6.6 is fulﬁlled by LG: To this end, we ﬁrst recall two well-known facts
concerning Laguerre polynomials. The one isZ N
0





and the other is
LðaÞn ðuÞ ¼ Lðaþ1Þn ðuÞ  Lðaþ1Þn1 ðuÞ; nX1;
where L
ðaÞ
n ’s ða4 1Þ are Laguerre polynomials with parameter a (see Example
2.10(3)). Moreover,
fj  en# L
ð1Þ
mﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m þ 1p : n; mAN,f0g
( )
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ðLð3Þm ðuÞ2 þ 4Lð3Þm1ðuÞ2 þ Lð3Þm2ðuÞ2Þu3eudu
¼ jZj2Nððm þ 2Þðm þ 3Þ þ 4mðm þ 2Þ þ ðm  1ÞmÞ
p 6ðm þ 2Þ2jZj2N
p 6jZj2Njjjen#zmjjj21:
Also, this inequality still hold for m ¼ 0; 1: Now, for any gANp;c with p42; let
gh ¼
Ph
j¼0ðg; fjÞfj; hAN; where ð; Þ is the N0;c-N0;c pairing. Then gh-g in Np;c


















Letting nh-N and by Fatou’s lemma, we see that




jjAðpþ1Þ=2#Aðpþ1Þ=2b jj2HSoþN; as p42:
So, by Deﬁnition 6.6
’XðtÞj ¼ @tjþ @t jþ
Z N
0
u2eu@ðt;uÞ@ðt;uÞj du þ j; jAL:
7. Application
7.1. The Kubo–Takenaka formula
LetBðR2Þ be the Borel ﬁeld of R2 andFt the s-ﬁeld generated by XðsÞ for all spt:
A BðR2Þ#B measurable function j on R2#S0 is nonanticipating if j is a R-
measurable function, where R is the s-ﬁeld generated by all the subsets of the form
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½a; bÞ  A  U on R2#S0 for aobAR; AABðRÞ; and UAFa: In [27] we introduced
two kinds of Kubo–Takenaka formulas for Le´vy processes stated below. We omit
the proof which can be found in [27].
Theorem 7.1 (Lee and Shih [27]). Let j be a nonanticipating BðR2Þ#B-measurable




jjðt; u; xÞj2LðdxÞdlðt; uÞoþN:
Then Z
R2
jðt; u; ÞdMðt; uÞ ¼
Z
R2
@ðt;uÞjðt; u; Þdlðt; uÞ in L0;
where the left-hand side is a stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure









gðt; uÞSjðt; u; ÞðgÞdlðt; uÞ:
Theorem 7.2 (Lee and Shih [27]). Let j be a nonanticipating BðRÞ#B-measurable







jðt; Þd eXðtÞ ¼ Z þN
N
@t jðt; Þdt;
where the left-hand side is a stochastic integral with respect to the martingale f eXðtÞ 





jðt; Þd eXðtÞ ðgÞ ¼ Z þN
N
ZgðtÞSjðt; ÞðgÞdt;
where Zg is defined as in ð3:2Þ:
Example 7.3.Z 1
0
@t Xð1Þdt ¼ Xð1Þ2  t1Xð1Þ  s2 
X
tAJX ðÞ
ðX ðt; Þ  Xðt; ÞÞ21½0;1	ðtÞ;
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¼ t1SI1ð1½0;1	ÞðgÞ þ SI2ð1#2½0;1	ÞðgÞ:
Consequently, Z 1
0
@t X ð1Þdt ¼ t1I1ð1½0;1	Þ þ I2ð1#2½0;1	Þ
¼ t1Xð1Þ  t21 þ I2ð1#2½0;1	Þ: ð7:1Þ
On the other hand, applying Theorem 4.1 we get that
X ð1Þ2 ¼ðt1 þ I1ð1½0;1	ÞÞðt1 þ I1ð1½0;1	ÞÞ








Combining with (7.1) yields thatZ 1
0








¼Xð1Þ2  s2  t1Xð1Þ 
X
tAJX ðÞ
ðXðt; Þ  X ðt; ÞÞ21½0;1	ðtÞ:
7.2. The Hitsuda–Skorokhod integral
In view of Theorem 7.2,
R 1
0 X ð1Þd eX ðtÞ is interpreted as the integral R 10 @t X ð1Þdt
which does not exist in the sense of Itoˆ integral since jðt; Þ ¼ Xð1; Þ is not non-
anticipating. So we interpret
R 1
0 X ð1Þd eXðtÞ as the integral R 10 @t X ð1Þdt: Observe thatR 1
0
@t Xð1Þdt is in L2ðS0;LÞ: The Le´vy white noise integral
R
E
@ðt;uÞjðt; u; Þdlðt; uÞ
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with EABðR2Þ (resp. R b
a
@t jðt; Þdt) is called the Hitsuda–Skorokhod integral
of j for jAL2ðE#S0; l#LÞ (resp. jAL2ð½a; b	#S0; dt#LÞ) if it is a
random variable in L2ðS0LÞ: So R 10 @t Xð1Þdt is a Hitsuda–Skorokhod integral.




@ðt;uÞjðt; u; Þdlðt; uÞ is a Hitsuda–Skorokhod integral for the Le´vy
process.
We will need the following technical lemmas.
Lemma 7.4. Let F be a N
##n
p;c-valued function with pAR on ðR2Þn: Assume that F is
Bochner integrable with respect to l: Then the Lp-valued function
R2{ðt; uÞ/InðFðt; uÞÞ is also Bochner integrable. Moreover,Z
R2







































where ð; Þ is the N ##np;c-N
##n
p;c pairing. Then the lemma is proved. &
Lemma 7.5. For EABðR2Þ; let








p;c -valued function fd;f on E; p4maxfab; 1=2g; defined by
fd;fðt; uÞ ¼ dðt;uÞ ##fðt; uÞ
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for any fAVðEÞ: Then
(i) fd;f is Bochner integrable on E: In fact,Z
E


























fd;fðt; uÞdlðt; uÞ lies in #L2cððR2Þnþ1; l#ðnþ1ÞÞ: In fact, if we denote this function
by gf; then





where ‘‘4’’ denotes the omission.
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are straightforward. To verify the assertion (iii), we
take an arbitrary hAN
##ðnþ1Þ












fkðt; uÞð fk ##fðt; uÞÞdlðt; uÞ; h
 
: ð7:2Þ
where we interchange the order of the summation and the integration by a
dominated convergence argument. We note thatZ
E
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By Lemma 5.2, the function
s/1EðsÞfnðsÞðs1;y; snÞ; sAR2;
is in L2cðR2; lÞ: Then (7.2) turns out to be






1EðsjÞfðsjÞðs1;y; #sj ;y; snþ1Þ
 hðs1;y; snþ1Þdlðs1Þ?dlðsnþ1Þ: ð7:3Þ
This implies that




1EðsjÞfðsjÞðs1;y; #sj;y; snþ1Þ: &
Theorem 7.6. Let j be a L2ðS0;LÞ-valued function on a Borel set EDR2 withZ
E
jjjðt; uÞjj20dlðt; uÞoþN:
For any ðt; uÞAE; assume that jBðfnðt; uÞÞ; where fnðt; uÞA #L2cððR2Þn; l#nÞ: Let
Pnððt1; u1Þ; ðt2; u2ÞÞ ¼0@ðt2;u2ÞInðfnðt1; u1ÞÞ; @ðt1;u1ÞInðfnðt2; u2ÞÞT
















Proof. First, by Theorem 5.5 we see that
R
E
@ðt;uÞjðt; uÞdlðt; uÞ is a Bochner integral;









0Inþ1ð fd;fnðt; uÞÞ;cTdlðt; uÞ; ð7:4Þ













jjj fd;fnðt; uÞjjjpdlðt; uÞ
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Hence, we get Z
E









in L0: Let gfn ¼
R
E
fd;fnðt; uÞdlðt; uÞ; nAN,f0g: By Lemma 7.5(iii), gfn ’s












/Kdðt2 ;u2Þ;fnðt1;u1Þ; Kdðt1 ;u1Þ;fnðt2;u2ÞS0dlðt1; u1Þdlðt2; u2Þ

; ð7:6Þ
where /; S0 is the inner product of L2ððR2Þn1; l#ðn1ÞÞ: Thus, from (7.5), (7.6),




























Let N be the number operator on L2ðS0;LÞ; that is, for cBðcnÞ and r40;
N rcBðnrcnÞ:
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Proposition 7.7. N is a self-adjoint bounded operator from L2ðS0;LÞ into Lq for


































Take p ¼ q=2: Then we have
Z
R2






































dðt;uÞ ##Kdðt;uÞ;Fn dlðt; uÞ
 














Take an arbitrarily given jAWðEÞ: For any ðt; uÞAE; assume that jðt; uÞB

































In fact, we have














0@ðt2;u2Þjðt1; u1Þ; @ðt1;u1Þjðt2; u2ÞTdlðs1Þdlðs2Þ:
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7.3. Itoˆ formula for generalized Le´vy white noise functionals
Throughout this subsection, we shall assume that the Le´vy process X contains
both Gaussian part and compound Poisson part, that is, s2 ¼ bð0Þ  bð0Þ40: We
shall give a brief introduction to a generalized Itoˆ formula for a composite process
FðX ðtÞÞ; t40; where F is a tempered distribution and FðX ðtÞÞ is regarded as a
generalized Le´vy white noise functional. In particular, when F is the Dirac delta
function concentrated on the point a; FðXðtÞÞ ¼ dðXðtÞ  aÞ is deﬁned as the
Donsker’s delta function for X : For the detailed description and complete proof, we
refer the reader to [26,27].
Applying the inversion formula of Fourier transform, we have for fAS;






where Ff is the Fourier transform of f : Then, for jAL;























where f : ð0;þNÞ  R-L2cðR2; lÞ is given by fðt; rÞðs; uÞ ¼ ðeiru1½0;t	ðsÞ  1Þ=u; if
ua0; otherwise, fðt; rÞðs; uÞ ¼ ir1½0;t	ðsÞ:
Lemma 7.9 (Lee and Shih [26]). For a fixed jAL; Gt;j is a function in Sc: In fact,
for any qX0 and 0oaoboþN; there exists a positive real number p; depending only
on q; a; b; such that
jGt;jjqpjjjjjp
uniformly in t on the compact interval ½a; b	:
This lemma implies that the mapping jAL/Gt;j is a continuous Sc-valued
map. Then, in view of formula (7.7), we deﬁne the composition FðXðtÞÞ with FAS0
in the following
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Deﬁnition 7.10. For FAS0 and t40; we deﬁne 0FðX ðtÞÞ;jT ¼ ðFF ; Gt;jÞ for
jAL; where FF is the Fourier transform of F and ð; Þ is the S0c-Sc pairing. In
particular, when F ¼ da; the Dirac delta function concentrated on the point,
a; daðXðtÞÞ ð¼ dðXðtÞ  aÞÞ is called the Donsker’s delta function of the Le´vy
process X :
We note that




eirðX ðtÞaÞdr in Lp;c;
for any sufﬁciently large p40 so that s2  ðt2=l2p0 Þ40; where the integral exists in
the sense of Bochner (see [26]). Moreover,
0FðXðtÞ  aÞ;jT ¼ ðF½s	;0dðXðtÞ  a  sÞ;jTÞ;
where ð; Þ is theS0-S pairing, and F½s	 means that F acts on the test functions in the
variable s:
Consider the L0-valued process FðXðtÞÞ with FAS0; t40: We now present a
generalized Le´vy–Itoˆ formula for FðXðtÞÞ in the following
Theorem 7.11 (Lee and Shih [27]). Let FAS0: Then, for b4a40;


















kuFðXðtÞÞ  FðX ðtÞÞ
u
dlðt; uÞ;
inL0; where F 0 is the ﬁrst distribution derivative of F ; kuF ¼ Fð þ uÞ is the translate
of F ; and the integrals exist in the sense of Bochner.
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